
Mentor Meeting
October 25, 2018



Agenda:
*Puzzling Cohort Competition
*Puzzle Partners
*Burning Questions- Q & A Forum
*Porfolio Cohort “Check”-- Review
*Coaching Resources
*Triad Practice



Puzzling Cohort Competition



PUZZLE  PIECE  PROMPT:
1.  Write down the goal or goal(s) that your teacher(s) 

(Full-Time Mentors, choose 2)

2.  Find a Partner with the same puzzle piece

3.  With your partner, brainstorm some possible activit  
that your teacher(s) might engage in during the action  
portion of the ILP



BURNING QUESTIONS

Q & A   FORUM



PORTFOLIO COHORT “CHECKS”

IN OTHER WORDS:
REVIEW

ASSISTANCE
COLLABORATION

DISCUSSION



1. Is my teacher’s portfolio “on track”?
2. Does the goal make sense?
3. Evidence…is it labeled properly?
4. Do I know how to upload pics/docs?



Adding to Our Mentor Toolkit:

Coaching Stems
&

Asking Better Questions

(Discuss as a table group)



1.  On an index card, write down one stem and one question fro   
resources that you would like to practice

2.  SCENARIO:  The lesson was well-designed, and the teacher prepar   
Students, however were less engaged than the teacher anticipa   

expected.  The teacher demonstrated her disappointment with st  
response to the lesson by repeatedly telling them to get serio   

The teacher did not alter her planned lesson.

3.  CHALLENGE:  Try using all 3 stances in your role play:
Coaching-Collaborating- Consulting



Triad Practice

Take Turns Mentor, Teacher, Observer



Happy Halloween!
Next Mentor Meeting:  Nov. 15 th
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